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Slumber Party
For Erin
When she came home from the party the sky was a starless black blue, and the
tears on her cheeks no longer glistened like flecks of warm glitter. A bow in her hair hung
limp and undone, dangling beside her small boyish ears. Beth wore a heavy black coat
concealing her strapless gray dress. It hung wet past her knees. A tear in her nylons had
formed as she ran home through the ice and the rain. Beth wore only one shoe. The
apartment was empty.
Some light streaked in from the hall lamps outside her door. She removed her
coat and let it drop to the carpet, watching as it disappeared through the evening's thick
darkness. Silhouettes and shadows formed shapes on the grays of the wall. Beth halfexpected childhood playmates, decked out in pajamas of every known color, to be lurking
round corners, submerged in the shadow. They would be hiding from parents. They'd be
avoiding the sleep which drew them away from the world.
The night's dialogue was still fresh in her mind:
"You know my studio's right up the street. If you'll just give me a second I can
call us a cab. Besides, this party reeks of children, and you're too gorgeous to mingle
with these married folk. Hell, you're liable to be that chubby bastard's next big affair.
Wouldn't that be funny? Ha ha ha."
In the darkness, Beth found her way to the kitchen. The light from the hall
lamps mapped out a trail past the couches of leather and mahogany chairs. Her apartment's
halls glowed with a harsh form of florescence. Metallic and buzzing, they'd smell like
sulfur if given the chance. She walked to the pantry, breaking the silence with the door's
creak. Crackers and grape juice. The saltines felt good on her tongue; the juice tasted
better than wine. She felt very tired. Her eyelids sank just a little, blurring her vision
enough to feel lost. The shapes on the wall morphed into hand puppets, people, and fruit.
"Now, isn't this better? I know it's warm in here, but the damn thermostat's
been broken for days. I rarely notice it anymore. Why not take off your coat? Do you
like my paintings?"
Guiding herself by the red, digital displays on her message machine and alarm
clock, she stepped to her patio doorway and drew back the blinds. The door to the outside
was nothing but glass. An insulated sliding panel which kept out the cold. Beth was still
half-awake, mumbling rhymes in the silence.
.. .A pocket full of posy, ashes, ashes, we all fall down...
' Unfilled" by Tanya Sheremeta '01
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"Yes, the one in the corner's a still life in oils. I adore the subject of flowers.
Don't you? Good, good. Another glass of wine?"
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